
The Rescue Chain Kit can help save time and lives in any crash rescue situation
involving pulling or moving of steering columns, seats, doors, dash boards, etc.
This package can be used separately or as a companion to your hydraulic 
equipment. Chains and hooks are gold chrome-plated. Ship. wt. 80 lbs.

Rescue Chain Package

Carrying container
1 - Chain Come-A-Long with 11/2-ton capacity and 5' pull
1 - Six anchor chain, 6' long with “J” hook at one end 
and “T” hook at other
1 - Loading hook, 5' long with 5/8"x3" ID round ring for 
connecting chain
1 - “Cheater” chain, 20" long with grab hooks
1 - Pulling chain, 20' long, with slip hook at one end and 
grab hook at other end

Darley Chain Kit
6' “J” hook 
3' “C” hook
2' “T” hook
7' Pull chain assembly

12' extension chain
2 - cheater chains
Carrying container
Ship. wt. 50 lbs.

3,000 lb. capacity

AB886 Rescue Chain Package $951.95

Emergency Equipment Staging Platform

AZ486 MAT-1 Emergency Equipment Staging Platform $255.95

The Emergency Equipment Staging Platform is 6'x10', color coded and marked. This MAT-1
features a ribbed storage area for air cylinders. There are also storage areas for power
tools, ropes, and EMS equipment. MAT-1 is expandable to meet the size of any incident. 
Each MAT-1 panel is also sold separately and comes standard with green and red which 
has “Full and Empty”. The two yellow panels have “Power Tools and Hand Tools”. 
The two blue sections have “EMS and Ropes” and the long middle section has “Hooks” 
embroidered for long lasting markings. The sections are easily expanded or retracted as
needed. Carrying strap included. 

Non-absorbent
Unbelievable stability
Stronger, cleaner,
safer than wood
Non-splitting

Super Crib and
Super Wedge

Cat# Description Black Yellow
BD118 Super Crib 6"x7"x24" $90.95 $113.95
BD119 Super Wedge 6"x7"x24" $71.95 $89.95

Carry plastic 
or wood cribs
Long-wearing 
Velcro® straps
Ergonomically 
designed for 
carrying ease 
from top or side
Reinforced nylon 
construction

Cat# Description Black Yellow
BD115 Crib Toter $71.95 $71.95
BD116 2 Toters, 18 - 4"x4" Cribs $571.95 $715.95
BD117 2 Toters, 18 - Lincoln Logs $571.95 $715.95

Aggressive patterned, slip-resistant 
pyramid-locking surface and 
lincoln log surface
Use to build super-stable box crib
Rope handle at both ends

Pyramid
Surface

Lincoln Log
Surface
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AZ525 Darley Chain Kit $565.95
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